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New control room monitors CCTV footage
It Has Become Operational On The Campus Of Police Commissioner’s Office
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: A new control
room to view CCTV footage
from cameras installed at important points in the city became operational in the compound
at
the
Police
commissioner’s Office in Shahibaugh. “This control room is addition to the monitoring system
already installed at the control
room in Shahibaugh,” said a senior police officer.
Sources in the police said
that it will be possible to zoom
and pan CCTV cameras from
the new control room itself.
“The cameras installed by the
police under the Suraksha Setu
initiative will transmit the footage to the newly set up control
room,” said a source.
The control room has been
made operational mainly to
keep close watch on mischiefmakers and other anti-social elements during the two mega

TOI

John Kerry to focus on role
of US tech in India’s growth
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

The cameras installed by the police under the Suraksha Setu initiative
will transmit the footage to the newly set up control room

events, Pravasi Bharatiya Divas
and Vibrant Gujarat Summit.
Further, to enhance security
for the two high-profile events,
special police have been deployed at the Kankaria Lake and
the riverfront where different
programmes will be held during

Cheap land hopes: 110 trusts
propose EOIs for schools
Bharat.Yagnik@timesgroup.com

t least 110 trusts have sent proposals for

A signing expression of interest (EOI) with the

state government for setting up schools in
Gujarat. Officials said that this is the first time
such a large number of trusts have come
forward to sign EOIs for schools. Sources,
however, said the enthusiasm of the trusts is
based on expectations that the government may
help them acquire land at subsidized rates.
Of these 110 trusts, 30 are already running
schools. It is worth recalling that only one trust
had signed an EOI with the state government in
2013 for starting a school in Gandhinagar. The
trust recently commenced operations in GIFT
City in Gandhinagar. A senior government
official said that of the 110 trusts which had sent
proposals for EOIs, one wants to start a chain of
schools while another is keen to open schools in
10 major towns and cities of the state. The
government has decided that as a large number
of trusts are keen to sign EOIs for schools, the
government will come out with a separate policy
for schools soon after the Vibrant Gujarat
Summit. The policy will lay down parameters for
giving land at subsidized rates and even offer the
trusts defunct government schools to run. The
schools may be asked to have one class each for
poor students, the official said.
The official further said that soon after the
vibrant summit, the officials will hold one-to-one
discussions with trust representatives and give
single window clearance for schools. All the trust
will run schools with classes from Std I to XII and
will be affiliated either with the state board or
the Central Board Of Secondary Education.

the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas.
Meanwhile, on Wednesday,
the military police met senior
police officials. Sources said that
at some places, apart from the
NSG and the SPG, personnel of
the military police will also keep
an eye on the goings-on.

Ahmedabad: The US secretary of state
John Kerry will be highlighting the critical role
that American technology
plays in supporting sustainable economic growth
across India during the Vibrant Gujarat Summit
(VGS).
Kerry is scheduled to attend the inaugural session of VGS where he will be
sharing dais with Prime Minister Narendra Modi and other head from different
countries.
“The secretary will join leading US
business executives and innovators at the
summit to highlight the critical role that

Litter blaster to press for
zero-waste zone in old city
TOI

Ankur.Tewari@timesgroup.com

Phani Trivedi is
inspiring guests of
Pravasi Bharatiya
Divas (PBD) and
Vibrant Gujarat Global
Investors’ Summit to
take a pledge to shun
harmful plastic

Ahmedabad: She has been an
inexorable force in sustaining
the battle against litter. From
galvanizing the Walled City
residents to give up plastic to
turning Khanpur apartments
into a near zero-waste zone,
Phani Trivedi has been striving to make the society
better.

Now, the city-based entrepreneur is inspiring guests of
Pravasi Bharatiya Divas (PBD)
and Vibrant Gujarat Global Investors’ Summit to take a
pledge to shun harmful plastic
and to handle their household
waste in an environmentfriendly way.
Trivedi was associated with
TOI’s I Lead India campaign
last year to promote cleanliness in the Walled City. She recently won support from a
large number of trainees from
Belgium, Taiwan, Indonesia,
Russia and Iran. Alongside

Phani Trivedi

Phani, they make representations on waste management
practices followed in their
countries to school students in
Ahmedabad.
Now, she has taken the TOI
campaign to next level and set
up a stall at Mahatma Mandir
with the theme ‘Zero Waste
Challenge’. Capitalizing on the
popularity of the ALS ice bucket challenge, Phani has conceived of the ‘zero waste chal-

lenge’ to motivate people to
work for cleaner and greener
society. “Unlike ice bucket
challenge where a participant
has to dump a bucket of cold
water over his head, this challenge asks people to simply
pledge to make world litter
free,” Phani said.
She is providing guests a
waste management blueprint
to reuse, recycle and recover organic waste and devise a profitable business that can attract
commercial investment. Phani
is also educating visitors how
to produce quality fertilize
from kitchen waste using bioculture, a multiple spore blend
of bacteria that controls odors,
removes organic waste compounds and accelerates degradation.

US technology plays in supporting sustainable economic growth across India
and the Indo-Pacific region,” said a US
government spokesperson during an official press briefing.
Kerry, who will reach Ahmedabad on
January 10, will also highlight the role of
technology in strengthening trade and investment between India and the US, he
added.
The US secretary of state’s participation in VGS assumes significance as this
is for the first time that the US has become
a partner country for the biennial event of
the Gujarat government. It has further
significance as US President Barak Obama is scheduled to be the chief guest for
the 66th Republic Day on January 26.

Cong calls for bandh
against rise in crime
ujarat Pradesh Congress has issued a

G rural bandh call on Saturday, to register

protest against increasing incidents of law
and order failure and to protest against the
apathy towards the cotton farmers in the
state. State Congress president Arjun
Modhwadia and leader of opposition
Shankersinh Vaghela, in a joint media
interaction, said that cotton farmers are
crying foul as they are getting a price of Rs
830 per 20-kg bale, while this was Rs 987 last
year. The party threatened to stage a dharna
at Gandhi Ashram on January 12 and 13. “We
have demanded permission, but if police fail
to give permission, we will not hesitate to call
for a rasta roko programme,” the duo said.
The two claimed that the support prices
of not just cotton but market price of other
produce was also lower than in 2013-14. The
Congress claimed the number of farmers,
which according to the 2001 census was
58.02 lakh, has fallen now to 54.49 lakh
according to the 2011 census. The Congress
has also decided to support the January 11
‘Kisan Kuch’ call given by several farmers’
organizations. Vaghela said that law and
order was deteriorating and in the last 13
years there were 62,669 incidents of house
break-ins and 2.28 lakh incidents of theft. In
all, around 15.43 lakh criminal complaints
were lodged under various heads in the 13
years from 2001 to 2013. Congress leaders
called the Vibrant Gujarat Investors Summit
a “drama” and “a party to drink and enjoy”.
They claimed the government is spending
around Rs 2,250 to Rs 7,500 per plate for
dinners of the guests at these events. TNN

Trial court judge in
2008 serial blasts
case changed
TOI

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Gujarat high
court on Wednesday changed
the judge in the 2008 serial
blasts trial. It has replaced
principal sessions judge P B
Desai with additional sessions judge P C Rawal for the
speedy trial in the sensitive
terrorist attack case.
The HC replaced Desai after he himself raised the issue before acting chief justice V M Sahai that the
undertrial prisoners had objected to special prosecutor H
M Dhruv’s appearance in this
case. This was because the
judge and the prosecutor
were relatives.
Dhurv, who appeared on
behalf of former minister
Maya Kodnani in the Naroda
Gam masscare case before
judge Desai, sought to retire
from this case. But despite
the objection from the accused persons, Dhruv did not
move out of the serial blasts
trial against 75 alleged Indian Mujahideen members for
carrying out 18 blasts in the
city, killing 56 persons, on July 26, 2008. They are also being tried for planning 30
bomb blasts in Surat a day
later.

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: A complaint for
assault and using abusive language was lodged against
councillor of Danilimda ward
Shezadkhan Pathan, his uncle Sharifkhan Nawabkhan
Pathan who is a builder, and
another accused Lalakhan of
Shah-e-Alam, at Danilimda
police station on Tuesday
night.
Danilimda police sources
said Nasimbanu Shaikh and
her husband had gone to a
function of M S School in Danilimda. “Sharifkhan and the
others are trustees of M S
School and entry to the function was allowed on passes,”
said inspector of Danilimda

TOI

Kannan.Somasundaram
@timesgroup.com

Pandit Shivkumar Sharma at Saptak festival

ing. Then Jacobson goes on to
say: “Had any one of us innocently enquired what extraordinary powers were needed to
understand a blob of Blu-tack,
we would only have demonstrated our ignorance.” Blu-tack is an
adhesive which an artist had
stuck to the wall as his expression of imagination.
However, on Tuesday — Day
6 of Saptak — Pandit Sharma
encouraged the audience to
make enquiries, to interrogate
themselves about the feelings
that music provokes. “Indian
music goes beyond entertainment,” Panditji had told TOI earlier. And rasikas felt the full po-

The controversy began as
soon as judge Desai was designated as special judge to
look after this case on October 14 last year. One of the accused, Salim Sipahi, had already requested the high
court that a judge other than
the principal judge be appointed as presiding officer
of this trial for speedy proceedings, because the principal judge is occupied with administrative work.
The HC, however, turned
down Sipahi’s application after assessing the work undertaken by Desai’s predecessor
K K Bhatt. Later, principal
judge Desai himself requested the acting chief justice to
replace him.
There are nearly 2,600 witnesses in this case and during
over two years of trial, only
349 witnesses could be examined by the special court.

Councillor, 2 others
accused of assault

Masterclass on inner voice
Ahmedabad: Be ‘Kaan-sen’ not
Tansen. That was Pandit Shivkumar Sharma’s advice to listeners, issued while speaking to
TOI. One of the greatest gifts to
music seekers from Pandit
Sharma — the santoor maestro
among the supreme beings of
the Hindustani tradition — is
his reassurance that they need
not feel inadequate when faced
with the purity of classical music. Kaan means ear. So Panditji
is telling us to put experience
above analysis. Often, administrators of creativity pretend that
unintelligibility is the mark of
artistic sophistication.
Howard Jacobson, a British
novelist, shows in his book
‘Whatever It Is, I Don’t Like It’,
that such notions stick like bird
faeces, especially on the high
brow. Jacobson writes of Nicholas Serota, who is supervising
the shortlist for the Turner
prize, a British art award that
produces masterpieces of intellectual fuss. “I don’t feel any
pressure to make it easier for ordinary people to understand,”
Jacobson quotes Serota as say-

File photo of blast in LG Hospital

tency of that maxim as Panditji
rendered Malkauns. It is a raga
that stands at the farthest end of
human accomplishment. The
raga’s notations do not form a
clear map — they suggest only
premonitions, moods, and shadowy incantations on truth. Panditji interpreted the clues easily,
and showed the audience a
glimpse of their lives from the
Malkauns summit. Takahiro
Ari, a Japanese disciple of Panditji, gave the back-story of the
ascent. “Guruji asked me what I
wanted to hear,” Takahiro said.
“I said Malkauns because I have
never heard him play that.” And
Guruji was generous to all.

police station, Moin Shaikh.
Nasimbanu and the others
accompanying her and no passes and were stopped at the
gate.
“Later
Nasimbanu
lodged a complaint that the accused used abusive language
and beat them up,” added
Shaikh.
Later, a cross complaint by
the school authorities was
lodged, alleging that Nasimbanu Shaikh, her husband
Abidhussain Shaikh and another person used abusive language and got into a fight with
them.
“We are investigating both
complaints and will only act
after verifying the facts of
both complaints,” said inspector Shaikh.

HC drops
cheating case
against bank
manager
Ahmedabad: Gujarat high
court dropped criminal proceedings against a general
manager of Bank of Baroda’s
South Gujarat Zone, initiated
by a Vadodara magisterial
court for cheating and not
obeying the mandate of his
duty.
This bank official, Vijaykumar Bhatia, was sued by
one Vasudev Thakker after he
failed to draw Rs 30,000 from
an ATM in one go on July 16,
2013. After he tried to withdraw the amount three times
by entering an amount of Rs
10,000, he them got one currency Rs 100 instead of Rs 500.
The loss of Rs 400 led
Thakker to raise the issue before Bhatia, who expressed
helplessness in this regard.
Thakker moved a magisterial
court in Vadodara and filed a
criminal complaint against
Bhatia under Sections 188, 406
and 420 of the IPC. The court
even started proceedings
against him. TNN
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I-T Dept to hold
weekly meeting

likes of Mark Zuckerberg, Bill
Clinton, Bill Gates and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.

The Income Tax department
will hold public meetings every
Wednesday to resolve taxpayers’ grievances and tax issues as part of the ‘Good Governance’ initiative mooted by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
The Central Board of Direct
Taxes, the apex policy making
body of the I-T department, has
issued latest instructions in
this regard under which senior
officials of the department
across the country have been
asked to meet taxpayers between 10 AM-1 PM on one day
in a week, without prior appointment.

HC official transferred:

Ceptians in Vibrant Start
Up Challenge: Four Cept University students Abhishek
Doshi, Chiranjay Shah, Jaydip
Biniwale and Shaival Gajjar will
take part in Vibrant Start Up
Challenge. The winners will get
to present their idea at Vibrant
Gujarat Global CEO Conclave
which will be attended by the

Gujarat high court on Wednesday transferred judicial officer
P C Rawal to the city civil
court. He was discharging his
duty as additional registrar in
the high court. He has been
posted as additional sessions
judge now.

Book Launch: The Extraordinary Story of Prince Gopaldas Desai (1887-1951)’ written by Prof Rajmohan Gandhi:
The incredible journey of Darbar (prince) Gopaldas Desai,
from the royal court to the
freedom movement was revisited at the launch of a book
called ‘Prince of Gujarat: The
Extraordinary Story of Prince
Gopaldas Desai (1887-1951)’ at
the IIT-Gn on Wednesday. Distinguished Scholar-in-Residence at IIT-Gn Prof Rajmohan
Gandhi, who authored the
book, was joined by writer and
journalist Aakar Patel for a
conversation on the book.

